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15.
Teacher education should promote teachers’ use of group
work to support children’s inquiry processes and creative learning.
TE: GWork
15.1 Teachers should have knowledge of the value of
collaboration for inquiry and creative thinking and learning.
15.2 Teachers should be able to purposefully use a variety of
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collaborative activity over time, to support children’s inquiry
processes and creative learning.
15.4 Teachers should be able to use resources and teacher
intervention appropriately to foster collaboration in science and
mathematics.
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Collaboration and collective decision making
The teacher is working with the whole group. They try a strategy to know how many ice cream sticks
the teacher has in a big aquarium.
At first, a child suggests counting the ice cream sticks every two. It is an interesting idea, but it is not
the one that Nani is expecting (every ten is more appropriate toward her goal). Nevertheless,
because in her approach the best solution is collectively decided, she doesn’t make any comment on
this specific solution.








T: So, what will we do to know how many ice cream sticks there are?
A child: We will count them.
T: To count them, yes... Sh?
Sh: We will take them every two and count them.
T: To take them every two… and count them…
Some children: Every ten
A child: Every twenty.

It is quite clear for children that democratic solution deciding is their way to do daily activity (‘Sh: The
children on the tables, if they agree…’). According to Nani, this kind of lesson can be proposed to the
class only when this classroom functioning is accepted and acquired by children.









T: Hey children, 10 seconds of attention. Sh has said that after we will count and see how
many ice cream sticks there are.
A child: Yes, but we have to agree on something
T: We have to agree on something. And, we have to be able to check. If you say to me ‘they
are 48’, I have to be able to check that they are 48!
Hi: We will count them again!
T: Again?!
Sh: The children on the tables, if they agree, will count every 10, when they will have the
correct number and we can do 10, 20, 30 and it doesn’t take a lot of time, and we will be
able to know the number.
T: Ok, it doesn’t take a lot of time to do 10, 20, 30, 40… Does everybody count every 10?
Does someone count every two? Ah, why do you count every ten all?
Children: Because it goes faster!

Moreover, the teacher shifts from whole classroom discussion to practical work in pairs (please see
below).
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